
new product
P O R T A B L E  T H E R M O G R A P H Y  S Y S T E M S

Electrophysics TVS-500 EX ushers in new advanced features designed to 
enhance thermographic analysis of a wide range of objects under evaluation. 
Our new image fusion function enables the camera operator to mix thermal 
and visible video into fused real-time video with control over each channel’s 
contribution. An easy-to-use control permits the display to be adjusted from 
100% thermal imaging to 100% visible imaging. In addition, a new auto-
thermal scaling automatically displays thermal image detail within a user-
specifi ed temperature range overlaid over high-quality visible images.specifi ed temperature range overlaid over high-quality visible images.specifi

The ergonomic, lightweight, waterproof (IP-54 rated) 
camera body makes it easy to control in the fi eld. camera body makes it easy to control in the fi eld. camera body makes it easy to control in the fi
Select from a number of in-camera analysis tools 
including multiple point measurement, temperature 
alarm set point, area analysis, isotherm and auto 
hot/cold spot tracking. Measure temperatures 
up to 500°C/932°F (optionally 900°C/1652°F and 
2000°C/3632°F) or as cold as -40°C (104°F) and 
record images in both 14-bit and standard JPEG fi le record images in both 14-bit and standard JPEG fi le record images in both 14-bit and standard JPEG fi
formats. The TVS-500 EX features a new intelligent 
auto-scale capability based on four unique auto-scale 
techniques designed for specifi c applications.techniques designed for specifi c applications.techniques designed for specifi

TVS-500 EX produces stunning thermal images at 60Hz with high resolution 
and high sensitivity. The camera has 7 unique color palettes that assure 
the best possible colorization for the application. When extra sensitivity is 
required, simply turn on the advance frame averaging function and improve 
the camera’s sensitivity to better than 0.06°C (32.108°F).

TVS-500 EX has it all… great image, accurate measurement, best-in-class 
feature list, dual infrared and visible capability, and the best PC-based 
application software in the industry. Call us today to arrange a demonstration 
of the new standard in advanced thermography cameras.

A D V A N C E D  I N F R A R E D  S Y S T E M S

Thermal and Visible... FUSED. 

Powerful Image Fusion
User-variable mixing of infrared 
and visible video.

60Hz Frame Rate 
Image moving targets better than 
30Hz cameras.

Ergonomic Design
Lightweight and easy to hold.

Industry-standard Interface 
FireWire, USB and CF memory 
provide easy interface to PCs.

Advanced Features
Multi-mode auto-temperature 
settings, hot/cold spot tracking, 
interval recording and many more.

Highly Advanced 
Software Packages 
for PdM report writing and 
real-time image recording and 
analysis.

TVS-500 EX
Introducing

� Ergonomic controls 
at your fi ngertipsat your fi ngertipsat your fi
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